ACER PRODUCT
CUSTOMIZATION
No matter how large or small your organization, you can rely on Acer products to
run your activities smoothly. Acer products are easy to use, manage and deploy.
Incorporating innovative design features and multi-level security solutions, they are
built to last and to protect your information and network from malware and other
threats. A wide range of powerful, energy-efficient processors and superior graphics
solutions deliver outstanding productivity and enhanced multitasking.

To better meet the needs of each customer, Acer products come in a full range
of form factors and configurations. However, customers may have more specific
requirements that are not covered by default options.
Now Acer has taken the concept of customization a step further by offering
its customers a unique service: to have their devices rapidly built to their own
specifications. What’s more, you are entitled to this personalization opportunities
on orders of as few as 200 devices.

6 WAYS TO PERSONALIZE
YOUR ACER DEVICE
HOW CAN ACER PRODUCTS BE CUSTOMIZED?
1. Customer OS image

4. Frozen components

Very often, the first thing organizations do when they
purchase new desktops is to wipe the hard disk clean
and reinstall OS and applications to suit their own
requirements. Acer can help its customers save time and
resources by doing this job upfront. Just provide your OS
image before production and when you receive your new
devices they only need to be plugged in, as they are built
from scratch to meet your organization’s needs.

2. Customer SBIOS settings

5. Customer Text on Bezel / Housing

If your organization adopts bespoke SBIOS settings, you can
have them installed by Acer during production and save IT
time and resources. All you have to do is let Acer know which
SBIOS default settings you prefer. You can set up a BIOS or
HDD password, choose which USB or SATA ports enable or
disable, specify a SBIOS language, define a specific boot
order, enable or disable Wake On Lan and more…

3. Install your organization’s SBIOS Logo
You can also opt to have your organization’s logo as the
SBIOS splashscreen. This means that every time you
boot a device, the end user will see your logo instead
of the Acer logo. Just give Acer the image before
production, and the devices will be tailor made for you.

Travelmate series

M series

In standard production, computer components may be
supplied by different vendors. If you wish, you can
choose to keep a specific key component part number
or vendor for all your machines, even if ordered at
different times. In addition, Acer can make sure that
every related order will have the same component (even
vendor) for all production.

X series

For security reasons or for keeping track of your assets,
you may like to add a personal touch to your devices.
Acer can apply your logo or a text on housings or bezels
during production, saving you the trouble of placing
stickers that can be peeled off.

6. Clean OS Image
Don’t lose time removing pre-installed acer
applications and software. You can request a Clean
Operating System Image. Acer will supply a pure OS
image without any extra application.

Z series

N series

K8 workstations

Acer is a company that cares. We strive to give our customers a range of excellent and innovative services. Acer exclusive
customization services allow you to build your computers from scratch so that they are a perfect match for your needs.

